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ABSTRACT

Context. The Gaia Radial Velocity Spectrometer (RVS) provides the unique opportunity of a spectroscopic analysis of millions of stars at medium-
resolution (λ/∆λ ∼11500) in the near-infrared (845 – 872 nm). This wavelength range includes the Ca ii infrared triplet (IRT) at 850.03, 854.44,
and 866.45 nm, which is a good diagnostics of magnetic activity in the chromosphere of late-type stars.
Aims. Here we present the method devised for inferring the Gaia stellar activity index from the analysis of the Ca ii IRT in the RVS spectrum,
together with its scientific validation.
Methods. The Gaia stellar activity index is derived from the Ca ii IRT excess equivalent width with respect to a reference spectrum, taking the
projected rotational velocity (v sin i) into account. Scientific validation of the Gaia stellar activity index is performed by deriving a R′IRT index,
largely independent of the photospheric parameters, and considering the correlation with the R′HK index for a sample of stars. A sample of well
studied PMS stars is considered to identify the regime in which the Gaia stellar activity index may be affected by mass accretion. The position of
these stars in the colour-magnitude diagram and the correlation with the amplitude of the photometric rotational modulation is also scrutinised.
Results. Gaia DR3 contains a stellar activity index derived from the Ca ii IRT for some 2 × 106 stars in the Galaxy. This represents a gold mine
for studies on stellar magnetic activity and mass accretion in the solar vicinity. Three regimes of the chromospheric stellar activity are identified,
confirming suggestions made by previous authors on much smaller R′HK datasets. The highest stellar activity regime is associated with PMS stars
and RS CVn systems, in which activity is enhanced by tidal interaction. Some evidence of a bimodal distribution in MS stars with Teff? 5000 K
is also found, which defines the two other regimes, without a clear gap in between. Stars with 3500 K>Teff> 5000 K are found to be either very
active PMS stars or active MS stars with a unimodal distribution in chromospheric activity. A dramatic change in the activity distribution is found
for Teff>3500 K, with a dominance of low activity stars close to the transition between partially- and fully-convective stars and a rise in activity
down into the fully-convective regime.

Key words. Stars: activity – Stars: chromospheres – Stars: late-type – Stars: pre-main sequence – Methods: data analysis – Catalogs

1. Introduction

A stellar chromosphere is the manifestation of non-radiative
heating due to (magneto)acoustic waves dissipation and
magnetic-field recombination in late-type stellar atmosphere
(see Linsky 2017; Carlsson et al. 2019, for recent reviews).
Such a non-radiative heating becomes increasingly important in
the energy balance at increasing heights (decreasing gas den-
sity) above the stellar photosphere, and leads to a temperature in-
crease above the radiative equilibrium value, as revealed by vari-

able emission in X-rays, UV, radio, and in some optical spectral
lines like the Ca iiH&K doublet, the Hα and the Ca ii infrared
triplet (IRT) at λ 850.03, 854.44, and 866.45 nm (vacuum). A
large fraction of the stellar non-radiative energy is dissipated
in the chromosphere while the remaining is transferred to the
outer atmosphere producing a variety of phenomena including
the heating of the corona and the stellar wind.

The magnetic fields in the stellar outer atmosphere of late-
type stars emerge from the stellar interior where they are gen-
erated by a complex dynamo mechanisms involving turbulence
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and rotation. The angular momentum loss via the magnetised
wind causes the star to spin-down, so that the dynamo efficiency
decreases in time. As a consequence, many phenomena con-
nected to the surface magnetic field decay as the star ages. These
include surface rotation, photospheric spots, chromospheric and
coronal emission, as well as flares occurrence and energy. The
time decay of rotation and chromospheric activity in the early
main sequence, in particular, are quite predictable and can be
used as stellar clocks (see, e.g. Lanzafame & Spada 2015; Ma-
majek & Hillenbrand 2008, and references therein). On the other
hand, young, fast-rotating stars are in a “saturated” regime in
which the correlation of magnetic activity with rotation is weak
and our knowledge of the rotation evolution itself is still poor,
which prevents using phenomena related to magnetic activity as
stellar clocks in this regime (see, e.g., Lanzafame et al. 2019,
and references therein). For main sequence stars older than the
Sun, the comparison with asteroseismology has spurred some
controversy on the reliability of gyrochronology (Barnes 2003,
2010; Lanzafame & Spada 2015; Spada & Lanzafame 2020) at
low rotation rates, where wind-braking seems to become ineffec-
tive (van Saders et al. 2016). However, the method hinges on the
knowledge of the metallicity (Amard et al. 2020), which is be-
coming available on a large scale only with recent spectroscopic
surveys. Note also that chromospheric activity is superimposed
on a basal emission originating from the dissipation of acous-
tic energy (Schrijver et al. 1989), and that an investigation on
the lowest level of chromospheric activity may help in under-
standing the general role of purely acoustic energy in the stellar
chromosphere energy balance.

In pre-main sequence stars still accreting mass through the
protostellar disk, emission induced by accretion shocks and
magnetosphere is superimposed to the chromospheric emission,
sometimes dominating completely over the chromospheric com-
ponent (see, e.g., Hartmann et al. 2016; Linsky 2017). Large
surveys permit to establish empirically “dividing lines” between
the regimes dominated by chromospheric activity or accretion
(e.g. Lanzafame et al. 2015; Žerjal et al. 2017).

Stellar magnetic activity plays a crucial role in the search
of exoplanets, particularly of Earth-like planets. The presence
of spots, convective turbulence, and granulation induces a radial
velocity (RV) “jitter” that may sometimes mimic the signal pro-
duced by the planets or hinder the signal produced by small plan-
ets. For Sun-like stars, measurements of chromospheric emission
in the Ca ii H& K lines, such as R′HK (Noyes et al. 1984; Duncan
et al. 1991) have been shown to correlate with intrinsic stellar RV
variations (Campbell et al. 1988; Saar et al. 1998; Santos et al.
2000; Wright 2005). In these cases, the chromospheric magnetic
activity is also correlated with the presence of photospheric spots
or faculae, so that it turns out to be a useful proxy of the pro-
cesses that produce the intrinsic RV jitter. In the general case,
the dependence on other stellar parameters has to be taken into
account too, particularly the dependence on log g (Bastien et al.
2014) and therefore on the evolutionary stage of the star (see
also Luhn et al. 2020, and references therein). Therefore, mea-
surements of the chromospheric magnetic activity, together with
the fundamental stellar parameters, provide an efficient tool for
understanding which type of stars presents poor cases for RV
follow-up for planet hunting due to high jitter induced by mag-
netic activity.

Stellar magnetic activity phenomena include the atmospheric
space weather, i.e. the perturbation traveling from stars to planets
in the form of flares, winds, coronal mass ejections and energetic
particles. These phenomena may profoundly affect the dynam-
ics, chemistry, and climate of exoplanets (see, e.g., Airapetian

et al. 2020, and references therein), and, in some cases, even
the retention of the exoplanetary atmosphere itself (e.g. Guilluy
et al. 2020).

Magnetic activity has also an impact in the derivation of
accurate elemental abundance in the stellar atmosphere. Lines
formed up in the photosphere are found to modulate over the
stellar activity cycle (Flores et al. 2016; Yana Galarza et al.
2019). Analysing HARPS high resolution spectra of 211 sunlike
stars observed at different phases of their activity cycle, Spina
et al. (2020) observed an increase in the equivalent width of the
lines as a function of the activity index R′HK (see Appendix A).
This effect is visible for stars with log R′HK≥ −5.0, increases with
increasing activity, and produces an artificial growth of the stel-
lar microturbulence and a decrease in effective temperature and
metallicity.

As part of the activities carried out by the Coordination Unit
8 (CU8) of the Gaia Data Processing and Analysis Consortium
(DPAC), we have implemented a method for deriving a stellar
activity index using the Ca ii IRT lines observed by the Gaia Ra-
dial Velocity Spectrometer (RVS). The method is part of the Ex-
tended Stellar Parametrizer for Cool Stars, (ESP-CS) module of
the Astrophysical parameters inference system (Apsis) (Bailer-
Jones et al. 2013; Creevey 2022; Fouesneau 2022; Gaia Collabo-
ration 2022). In this paper we present this method together with
the scientific validation of the results available in Gaia DR3. The
scientific validation, in particular, provides criteria for discrim-
inating between the purely chromospheric activity regime and
the mass accretion regime in T Tauri stars. In Sect. 2 we describe
the method implemented, in Sect. 3 we give an outline of the re-
sults obtained together with the scientific validation of the data
available in Gaia DR3, and in Sect. 4 we draw our conclusions.

2. Method

2.1. Input data

The Apsis ESP-CS module takes the RVS average continuum
normalised spectra in the stellar rest-frame as input (see Gaia
Collaboration 2022; Creevey 2022, for details on the Apsis in-
put data). In order to set up a template spectrum representative of
the inactive photosphere, knowledge of the stellar fundamental
parameters (Teff , log g, [M/H]) is required (see Sect. 2.2). These
parameters are taken from the output of either the General Stel-
lar Parametrizer from Spectroscopy GSP-Spec module (Recio-
Blanco 2022) or the General Stellar Parametrizer from Photom-
etry GSP-Phot module (Andrae 2022; Liu et al. 2012; Bailer-
Jones 2011)). During the processing, the default value is to use
the parameters from GSP-Spec because the activity index is de-
rived from the same data, but when they are not available, the
ones from GSP-Phot are used. The projected rotational veloc-
ity, vbroad, provided by CU6 is also used when available (see
Sect. 2.2). Filtering of the input data is described in Gaia Collab-
oration (2022).

In Fig. 1 we show the distribution in apparent G magnitude,
parallax ($), distance (as derived by GSP-Phot Andrae 2022),
Teff , log g, and [M/H] for the sources for which the activity index
has been derived.

2.2. Reference inactive spectrum

We adopt a purely photospheric theoretical spectrum as refer-
ence inactive spectrum. The motivations and limitations of this
choice are discussed extensively in Appendix A. Here we outline
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Fig. 1. Distribution in G, $, distance (as derived by GSP-Phot Andrae 2022), Teff , log g, and [M/H] for the sources for which the activity index
has been derived.

that this is a practical and robust assumption that allows us to put
stars on a relative and homogeneous activity scale.

The purely photospheric theoretical spectrum is obtained by
a linear interpolation over a grid of MARCS synthetic spectra
at the stellar parameters (Teff , log g, [M/H]) as determined by
GSP-Spec or GSP-Phot (Sect. 2.1). Linear interpolation is pre-
ferred to more elaborate spectrum representations because of
the low computational cost combined with a reproduction of the
observed spectrum which is satisfactory for our purposes (see,
e.g., Figs. 2 and 5). The synthetic spectra are computed under
the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and
radiative equilibrium (RE). As discussed in Appendix A, devia-
tions from the LTE approximation are expected to be small in
the range of parameters explored and not critical for our pur-
poses. Also the assumption of RE does not pose critical issues
in putting stars on a relative activity scale, despite the fact that
the upper photosphere is not expected to be strictly in radiative
equilibrium even in the most inactive stars.

After interpolation, the reference spectrum is rotationally
broadened at the projected rotational velocity v sin i derived by
the CU6 analysis (parameter vbroad).

The interpolated rotationally broadened synthetic spectrum
is taken as reference (or template) inactive spectrum.

2.3. Activity index

The activity index is derived by comparing the observed RVS
spectrum with the radiative equilibrium model spectrum com-
puted as described in the previous section.

An excess equivalent width factor in the core of the Ca ii IRT
lines, computed on the observed-to-template ratio spectrum, is
taken as an index of the stellar chromospheric activity or, in more
extreme cases, of the mass accretion rate in pre-main sequence
stars (see Appendix B).

Given the template spectrum, the observed spectrum is first
re-normalised by multiplying it by a third order Chebyshev poly-
nomial, whose coefficients are determined by minimising the
pixel-to-pixel average deviation. Then the observed-to-template
ratio spectrum is calculated on a common wavelength grid at the
stellar rest frame. The ratio spectrum is integrated on a ±∆λ =
0.15nm interval around the core of each of the triplet lines and
the mean of the 3 values obtained is taken as activity index. For-
mally, the activity index (α, parameter activityindex_espcs in
nm units in the Gaia DR3 catalog) is defined as

α ≡

∫
+∆λ

−∆λ

 robs
λ

rtempl
λ

− 1

 dλ , (1)

where robs
λ and rtempl

λ are the observed and the template spectrum,
respectively, normalised to the continuum,

rλ ≡
fλ
f c
λ

. (2)

Uncertainties (parameter activityindex_espcs_uncertainty
in nm units in the Gaia DR3 catalog) are evaluated by propagat-
ing the pixel standard error, ignoring theoretical uncertainties.

The parameter α is close to zero for inactive stars and pos-
itive for active stars, values above ' 0.03–0.05 nm indicating a
possible contribution to the line flux due to mass accretion pro-
cesses (Sect. 3.4) or enhanced activity in close binaries due to
tidal interaction. Small negative values may derive from uncer-
tainties in the input parameters or be physically plausible for low
level of chromospheric activity (see Appendix A).

The activity index α defined in Eq. (1) is suitable for compar-
ing activity in stars with similar fundamental parameters (Teff ,
logg, [M/H]), but unsuitable for the comparison in stars with
significantly different fundamental parameters, especially those
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Fig. 2. Activity index histogram (bin size 0.001 nm, with KDE superimposed) normalised to peak values of stars with Teff ∈ (4000 K, 5000 K).
The left panel includes stars with log g > 4.0 (dwarfs) and the right panel stars with log g ∈ (3.0, 3.5). From this latter we estimate an upper limit
to the true dispersion of the sample of 0.011 nm and 0.006 nm for the GSP-Spec and GSP-Phot input respectively, and an upper limit to the true
bias of ' 0.002 nm (see text for details).

with different Teff . In fact, a given value of α corresponds to sig-
nificantly different values of the chromospheric flux contribution
when the underlying continuum flux is significantly different. In
order to overcome the difficulties posed by this “contrast” effect,
an index R′IRT conceptually similar to R′HK can be derived from
α and the stellar parameters. First, note that α is related to the
excess equivalent width

∆W ≡
∫ +∆λ

−∆λ

(
robs
λ − rtempl

λ

)
dλ , (3)

by the relation:

∆W ' 〈rλ〉core α (4)

where 〈rλ〉core is the expected line-to-continuum average flux ra-
tio in the core (±0.15 nm from central λ) of the Ca ii IRT lines
in radiative equilibrium. The activity flux F ′ at the stellar sur-
face, being either chromospheric activity or accretion flux, can
be obtained by the relation:

F ′ = Fc∆W ' Fc 〈rλ〉core α (5)

whereFc is the continuum flux at the stellar surface1. By analogy
to R′HK, the R′IRT index can therefore be defined as

R′IRT ≡
F ′

σT 4
eff

'

Fc 〈rλ〉core

σT 4
eff

α (6)

which gives the flux difference with respect to the radiative equi-
librium approximation in the core of the Ca ii IRT lines in bolo-
metric flux units and, for α > 0, is suitable for comparing the
activity level over the whole range of parameters explored (see
Appendix A).
1 Note that by expressing Fc in [W m−2 nm−1], F ′ has units [W m−2],
expressing the chromospheric contribution to the flux in the line inte-
grated over a wavelength range around the core of the line.

Table 1. Polynomial coefficients for converting α to log R′IRT using
Eq. (7).

[M/H] C0 C1 C2 C3
-0.50 -3.3391 -0.1564 -0.1046 0.0311
0.00 -3.3467 -0.1989 -0.1020 0.0349
0.25 -3.3501 -0.2137 -0.1029 0.0357
0.50 -3.3527 -0.2219 -0.1056 0.0353

The quantity in brackets in Eq. (6) depends mainly on Teff , it
is weakly dependent on metallicity and has a negligible depen-
dence on log g in the range of parameters explored in Gaia DR3.
We approximated the log of this quantity with a third order poly-
nomial in θ = log Teff for four values of [M/H]. The fit coeffi-
cients are reported in Table 1. Using this polynomial fit, R′IRT can
be estimated from α and Teff for a given [M/H] as:

log R′IRT ' (C0 + C1θ + C2θ
2 + C3θ

3) + logα (7)

3. Scientific validation

ESP-CS has processed stars with G < 13, Teff in the range
(3000 K, 7000 K), log g in the (3.0, 5.5) range, and [M/H] in the
(-1.0, 1.0) range. The activity index α has been estimated on a
total of approximately 2M stars; in DR3 α has a range ≈ (-0.1,
1.0). As an example, Fig. 2 reports the activity index histogram
for stars with Teff ∈ (4000 K, 5000 K). Negative values are phys-
ically expected because in low activity stars the chromosphere
causes a deeper line absorption than the radiative equilibrium
expectation (see Appendix A); uncertainties in the astrophysical
parameters can also cause negative values. Nominal uncertain-
ties take the pixel noise into account and are ∼ 0.001 nm on
average.

The activity index for the bulk of K stars with the lowest log g
(3.0 ≤ log g ≤ 3.5) has standard deviation of 0.011 and 0.006
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nm in the case of GSP-Spec and GSP-Phot input, respectively
(Fig. 2, right panel). Since these stars, which exclude sub-giants
in close active binaries like RS CVn systems, have the lowest ac-
tivity in the parameter range explored, such standard deviations
can be taken as upper limits of the random errors of the whole
sample. The average activity index for these stars is 0.002 nm for
both the GSP-Phot and GSP-Spec input; this can be considered
an upper limit to the true bias.

Astrophysical parameters for rapidly rotating and emission
line stars are generally provided by GSP-Phot only. Since these
are also the most active stars, the distribution with GSP-Phot in-
put is peaked and extended to larger values than the distribution
of the activity index with GSP-Spec input.

3.1. Activity index vs Teff

Fig. 3 shows the 2D density plot log R′IRT vs Teff with input pa-
rameters from GSP-Phot and GSP-Spec separately. In the dataset
with input parameters from GSP-Phot (Fig. 3, upper left panel),
the high activity part, say for log R′IRT & −5.5, is characterised
by two almost horizontal branches, bending towards lower R′IRT
values at decreasing Teff below 4000 K and disappearing below
3500 K.

The clustering of R′IRT in these three different regimes is
further outlined in the histogram shown in Fig. 4. The highest
branch (very high activity, VHA, hereafter) has a lower limit be-
tween log R′IRT ' −4.8 and -5.0, depending on Teff . The second
highest branch (high activity, HA, hereafter) has a lower limit
between log R′IRT ' −5.3 and -5.5, depending on Teff . The limit
between the second highest branch and the bulk of low-activity
stars (LA hereafter) is at log R′IRT ' −5.35

There is a clear gap between the HA-branch and the LA-
branch starting at Teff' 5400 K and log R′IRT ' −5.35 and grow-
ing at decreasing Teff , until it disappears at Teff' 4500 K (up-
per left panel of Fig. 3). This gap, however, disappears when
considering stars with log g > 4.0 only (Fig. 3, middle left
panel). The comparison between the upper panels and the middle
(log g > 4.0) and lower (log g < 4.0) panels of Fig. 3 reveals that
the structure of low-activity stars bending down in this Teff range
is, in fact, populated by more evolved stars, approximately in the
sub-giant branch of the HRD, with a low level of chromospheric
activity.

These results are consistent with what found by Henry et al.
(1996); Gomes da Silva et al. (2021), who suggested a grouping
of very active stars with log R′HK > −4.2 (corresponding approxi-
mately to log R′IRT > −5.2, according to the correlation discussed
in Sect. 3.2) and very inactive stars with log R′HK < −5.1 (corre-
sponding approximately to log R′IRT > −5.8), with a regime of
active stars in between these values.

The same density plot with input parameters from GSP-Spec
(Fig. 3, upper right panel) does not show such clustering. This
is likely due to the higher dispersion of R′IRT with input param-
eters from GSP-Spec (as suggested by a visual comparison be-
tween the two diagrams in Fig. 3 and supported by the compari-
son with R′HK in Sect. 3.2) and the lack of GSP-Spec parameters
for active and fast-rotating stars that populate the higher part of
the diagram (see Sects. 3.4 and 3.6). Note that the higher dis-
persion of R′IRT with input from GSP-Spec suggested by Fig. 3
is consistent with the higher α dispersion found in stars with
Teff ∈ (4000 K, 5000 K) and log g ∈ (3.0, 3.5) (see above and
Fig. 2).

In Fig. 5 some Ca ii IRT sample spectra of stars in the differ-
ent regimes are shown: a subgiant and a dwarf in the LA regime,
a dwarf in the HA regime and an accreting star (one in the Upper

Scorpius association reported in Table 2 and Fig. 8) in the VHA
regime. The spectra are compared with the template and the en-
hancement with respect to the template spectrum is shown.

The activity distribution is found to be very different for
Teff> 3500 K, which corresponds to the transition between
partially-convective to fully convective stars. Fig. 3 shows that
stars close to the partially-convective / fully convective bound-
ary have a large drop in chromospheric activity, which in-
creases again with decreasing Teff (mass) in the fully-convective
regime. A paucity of stars is found in the Teff-log R′IRT diagram
at 3300 K>Teff> 3500 K, likely connected to the gap in the mid-
M dwarfs main sequence found by Jao et al. (2018), linked to
the onset of full convection in M dwarfs (Jao et al. 2018; Mayne
2010; MacDonald & Gizis 2018; Baraffe & Chabrier 2018).

3.2. Comparison with the R′HK chromospheric activity index

In order to relate R′IRT with R′HK, we have estimated R′HK on ESO-
FEROS archive spectra and further considered the data provided
by Boro Saikia et al. (2018), which includes a compilation of
R′HK values from various surveys plus their own measurements
on archive HARPS spectra. For simplicity, our approximate es-
timate of R′HK from FEROS spectra have been carried out as in
Linsky et al. (1979), without considering more recent calibra-
tions of the H & K surface flux (Middelkoop 1982; Rutten 1984)
nor rescaling to the Mount Wilson data as in Boro Saikia et al.
(2018).

Deriving an accurate R′IRT vs R′HK relationship would require
a consistent estimate of the photospheric contribution and a ho-
mogenisation of the methods used in deriving R′HK, considering
also the non-simultaneity of the measurements and the intrinsic
variability of chromospheric activity. This is outside the scope
of the present work and is left for future work, together with the
publication of the R′HK values from archive FEROS spectra. Here
we just aim at verifying the existence of the correlation between
R′IRT and R′HK and at providing some preliminary approximate
relationships between the two parameters.

Cross-match with the Gaia DR3 activity index leads to 671
objects in common with our R′HK estimate from FEROS spectra
(362 with GSP-Spec and 309 with GSP-Phot input parameters)
and 220 objects in common with the Boro Saikia et al. (2018)
dataset. As discussed above (see Figs. 2 and 4), R′IRT with GSP-
Spec input is characterised by a larger dispersion and is more
concentrated on the lower activity range, while R′IRT with GSP-
Phot input has a lower dispersion and extends to a higher activity
range. The cross-match with the FEROS data reflects this situa-
tion; in Fig. 7, showing the R′IRT vs R′HK dispersion diagram, data
with GSP-Spec input covers mostly the lower left part while data
with GSP-Phot input covers mostly the upper right part of the di-
agram. Data with GSP-Spec input is also affected by a larger dis-
persion than data with GSP-Phot input or the Boro Saikia et al.
(2018) dataset.

The R′IRT with GSP-Phot input is well correlated with FEROS
R′HK, with a Pearson linear correlation coefficient r = 0.73 and

log R′IRT = 0.68066 log R′HK − 2.53461 (8)

The R′IRT with GSP-Spec input is poorly correlated with
FEROS R′HK, having r = 0.31; this is mainly due to the the fact
that the GSP-Spec APs in Gaia DR3 concern mostly stars with a
low level of activity and therefore a regime in which the activity
index signal-to-noise ratio is lower. The larger variance of αwith
GSP-Spec input with respect to the GSP-Phot input (see above
and Fig. 2, right panel), could itself be due to the lower activity
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Fig. 3. Density plots of log R′IRT vs Teff with input parameters from GSP-Phot (upper left panel) and from GSP-Spec (upper right panel). The same
plots are repeated in the middle panels for log g > 4.0 and in the lower panels for log g < 4.0.

index signal-to-noise ratio in the regime covered by GSP-Spec,
or to an intrinsically larger variance of the GSP-Spec APs. De-
spite such limitations, the activity index derived with GSP-Spec
input APs maintains its validity of a relative chromospheric ac-
tivity indicator in the LA regime.

Correlation with the Boro Saikia et al. (2018) dataset has
r = 0.50 and

log R′IRT = 0.65691 log R′HK − 2.45543 (9)
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Fig. 4. Histogram of log R′IRT with input from GSP-Phot (bin size 0.01).
The highest branch (VHA) is coloured in purple and has a lower limit
between -4.8 and -5.0, depending on Teff . The second highest branch
(HA) is coloured in green and has a lower limit between -5.3 and -5.5,
depending on Teff . The remaining of the distribution (LA) is coloured in
orange.

3.3. Position in the colour-magnitude diagram

Consistency of the activity index scale is verified also by exam-
ining the position of the three branches in the Gaia CMD (MG vs
(GBP −GRP) corrected for interstellar extinction, Andrae 2022).
Fig. 6 shows the position of sub-samples of each branch super-
imposed on the CMD of all sources for which the activity index
has been derived. The range of input APs considered implies that
the CMD in Fig. 6 includes the lower MS, the sub-giant branch
and the PMS regions. The MS, in turn, is split in two sequences,
the over-density associated with the higher one notoriously due
mainly to binary stars, but with PMS stars transiting over the
same region while they contract towards the ZAMS. In the fol-
lowing, we shall refer to the single star MS as single-MS and
to the binary star MS as binary-MS. In order to consider homo-
geneous results that include PMS and fast-rotating stars, only
results with GSP-Phot input are shown.

The first panel of Fig. 6 shows that stars in the VHA-branch
(R′IRT & −4.8) are preferentially located above the single-MS,
the higher R′IRT the higher the tendency to be located at larger
distance above the single-MS. Note, however, that some of the
most active stars are located on or close to the single- and binary-
star MS. Furthermore, some of the most active stars are early-K
stars at ∼ 2–4 mag above the MS. The second panel of Fig. 6
shows that stars in the HA-branch (−5.3 . R′IRT . −4.8) are
mostly concentrated on the single-MS, with some star on the
binary-MS and a few above the MS. Contrary to the VHA stars
location, the region of early-K stars at ∼ 2–4 mag above the MS,
where we can find RS CVn’s and PMS, is essentially void of HA
stars. The third panel shows that stars in the LA-branch (R′IRT .
−5.3) are mostly concentrated in the F- G-type MS and a few in
the sub-giant region. Consistently with the discussion in Sect 3.1
(Fig. 3), the late-K, M stars region is almost void of LA stars.
LA stars populate the early-K region at ∼ 2–4 mag above the
MS, with some of the least active stars concentrated here.

In support of the scientific validity of the results published in
Gaia DR3, in the following sections we discuss the consistency
with current knowledge of the distribution of the three branches
in the CMD.

Table 2. Accretion rates (log Ṁ in [M�/yr]) and references for selected
sources in Fig. 8. References: [1] Lanzafame et al. (2015), [2] Alcalá
et al. (2014), [3] Manara et al. (2020), [4] Venuti et al. (2019).

GDR3 source_id R′IRT log Ṁ Cluster / Association Ref.
5519263533510676224 -4.63 -9.88 γVel. [1]
3104345255664954368 -4.61 -9.19 NGC 2232 [1]
5201153035509861888 -4.67 -9.47 Chamaeleon I [1]
5201226389256838528 -4.70 -8.63 Chamaeleon I [1]
3340972772281842944 -4.54 -9.54 λOri [1]
3340894500797788288 -4.56 -8.16 λOri [1]
3340999023121894912 -4.54 -7.88 λOri [1]
5997006897751436544 -4.70 -9.32 Lupus [2]
5997082390415552768 -4.73 -8.73 Lupus [2]
6237190612936085120 -4.74 -7.80 Upper Scorpius [3]
6244083039015457664 -4.58 -9.05 Upper Scorpius [3]
6243393817024157184 -4.64 -10.51 Upper Scorpius [3]
6243130106031671168 -4.75 -10.97 Upper Scorpius [3]
6248768740952946816 -4.61 -9.58 Upper Scorpius [3]
6245777283349430912 -4.53 -8.76 Upper Scorpius [3]
5401795662560500352 -4.37 -8.59 TW Hydra [4]

3.4. The very high activity branch

Cross-match of stars in the VHA-branch with the SIMBAD
database shows that these objects are mostly classified as PMS
stars, including YSO, T Tau, and Orion-type variables. A few
RS CVn’s are also present.

In PMS stars, mass accretion can cause an excess flux in the
Ca ii IRT lines that dominates over the chromospheric flux (see
Appendix B). Fig. 8 shows the comparison of R′IRT with mass ac-
cretion rate (log Ṁ) for 17 objects for which an estimate of the
mass accretion rate is available. The log Ṁ estimates in Fig. 8
comes from either the Hα width at 10% of the peak (Natta et al.
2004; Alcalá et al. 2014) measured by the Gaia-ESO survey
(Lanzafame et al. 2015)2 or derived from the excess continuum
emission (see, e.g. Manara et al. 2015). The source identification,
membership, and log Ṁ references are reported in Table 2. The
log R′IRT vs log Ṁ correlation is weak in all cases, i.e. consider-
ing the whole set, the measurements based on Hα width at 10%
of the peak or on the excess continuum (r ∼ 0.3). Nevertheless,
all these objects have R′IRT > −4.8.

Previous knowledge (e.g. Linsky 2017, and references
therein), indicates that VHA stars on or close to the binary-MS
can be identified as either chromospherically active dwarf stars
in binary systems or PMS stars. Stars located above the binary-
MS can also be identified as PMS/T Tauri stars at an earlier phase
of contraction towards the ZAMS, or, when they are located in
the sub-giant region, as RS CVn systems in which at least one
component is a sub-giant. The distribution of VHA stars in the
CMD (Fig. 6, upper panel), is consistent with this scenario, con-
firming the validity of the Gaia DR3 activity index. This situa-
tion suggests also that amongst stars in the very active branch
(R′IRT & −4.8) there is a superposition of mass-accreting stars
and stars with enhanced activity, as that induced by tidal interac-
tion in close binary system like RS CVn. As a consequence, the
separation between the very high activity branch and the high
activity branch seen in the upper left panel of Fig 3 can be due to
the rapid decrease of mass accretion in PMS stars, but the very
high activity branch is populated by both PMS accreting stars
and other very active systems like RS CVn. The HA branch is
therefore expected to be populated by chromospherically active
stars with no mass accretion (see also Sect. 3.6). A dividing line
between pure chromospheric activity and mass accretion domi-
nated regimes can be placed at log R′IRT values between approx-
imately -4.8 and -5.0, depending on Teff (see also Fig. 4), but a

2 Data available at https://www.eso.org/qi/catalogQuery/
index/121
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Fig. 5. Ca ii IRT sample spectra in the different regimes. In each panel, the spectra (black line) are compared with the template (red line). The
enhancement factor, i.e. the integrand of Eq. (1), is reported below the spectrum, and the integral producing α is outlined in orange. Upper left
panel: LA subgiant with log R′IRT = −6.04. Upper right panel: LA dwarf with log R′IRT = −5.98. Lower left panel: HA dwarf with log R′IRT = −5.19
Lower right panel: an accreting star (one in the Upper Scorpius association reported in Table 2 and Fig. 8) in the VHA regime.

value of log R′IRT above this limit may be due to enhanced activ-
ity in RS CVn systems as well.

3.5. The High- and low-activity branches: the
Vaughan-Preston gap

Vaughan & Preston (1980) found a gap at some intermediate
level of chromospheric activity in F and G stars observed in the
Mount Wilson project. This gap has been thoroughly discussed
in the literature with different interpretations (e.g. Durney et al.
1981; Noyes et al. 1984; Rutten 1987; Pace et al. 2009). Re-
cently, Boro Saikia et al. (2018) investigated this issue using their
extensive compilation of R′HK, finding that for F, G, and early K
stars this gap is indeed not so apparent. They found, instead, that
moving towards late-K and early-M dwarfs the concentration of
stars on the active side of the gap increases and decreases on the
low-activity side.

The plots in Fig. 3 confirm the Boro Saikia et al. (2018) find-
ings. Considering only stars with log g > 4.0 and excluding the
upper branch populated by pre-main sequence stars, we find no
clear evidence of a gap at Teff corresponding to F, G, and early-
K stars. The middle panels of Fig. 3, on the other hand, confirm
the disappearance of low-activity stars at decreasing Teff . Be-
low ≈ 4500 K, only the high activity branch essentially remains,

which bends toward lower activity below ≈ 4000 K. Then, be-
low ≈ 3500 K the spread in R′IRT increases dramatically and the
branch is not distinguishable any longer.

Indeed, the histogram in Fig. 4 does show a decrease in the
number of stars at log R′IRT ≈ −5.4, which would suggest a bi-
modal distribution in chromospheric activity with a clear min-
imum in between. The histograms shown in Fig. 9, however,
shows that the two peaks on both side of this minimum are
mostly due to the combination of the different R′IRT distribu-
tions for stars cooler and hotter than Teff≈ 5000 K. Restricting
the sample to stars with log g > 4.0 and not considering stars in
the highest activity branch populated by PMS stars, the distribu-
tion of stars with Teff& 5000 K peaks at log R′IRT ≈ −5.70 and
has only a bump at R′IRT ≈ −5.20, showing only a shallow min-
imum in between, which remains so even restricting further the
bin size. On the other hand, the distribution of dwarfs with Teff.
5000 K peaks at log R′IRT ≈ −5.13 and shows no bump on nei-
ther sides of the maximum. The cumulative distribution, which
gathers together the different behaviour on either sides of Teff≈

5000 K boundary, shows a double peak with a clear minimum at
log R′IRT ≈ −5.38.

All stars with log g < 4.0 (Fig. 9, right panel) below
log R′IRT ≈ −4.8 have a unimodal distribution, those with
Teff<5000 K peaking at log R′IRT ≈ −5.9 and those with
Teff<5000 K peaking at log R′IRT ≈ −5.7. The distribution of stars
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Fig. 6. Position in the CMD, corrected for interstellar extinction, of stars in the VHA (upper left panel), HA (upper right panel) and LA (lower
panel) branches. Input APs are from GSP-Phot. The density plot of all sources for which the activity index has been derived is shown in grey on
the background. The position of sub-samples of ∼ 2000 stars per branch are shown in each panel, colour coded according to R′IRT. See text for
details.

with log g < 4.0 has also a secondary peak above log R′IRT ≈

−4.8, which may be associated with sub-giants in close binaries
with enhanced activity.

In summary, only dwarfs with Teff& 5000 K show a hint of a
bimodal distribution, with central values at log R′IRT ≈ −5.70 and
-5.20, but without a clear gap in between. Notably, according to
Eqs. (8) and (9), the Vaughan-Preston gap at log R′HK ≈ −4.75
corresponds to log R′IRT ≈ −5.60, which places it in between the
estimated central values of the high (HA) and low-activity (LA)
branches.

3.6. Comparison with rotational modulation

The DPAC analysis includes the detection and characterisa-
tion of rotational modulation due to photospheric active regions
(variability coordination unit, CU7, Lanzafame et al. 2018).
Gaia DR2 included rotational modulation data for some 150 000
stars (Lanzafame et al. 2018) and Gaia DR3 includes data for
some 500 000 stars (Distefano et al. 2022).

Lanzafame et al. (2019) found that the rotational modulation
amplitude distribution in Gaia DR2 data shows a clear bimodal-
ity, with an evident gap at an amplitude A ' 0.04−0.05 mag. The
low amplitude branch, in turn, shows a period bimodality with a
main clustering at periods P ≈ 5 - 10 d and a secondary clus-
tering of ultra-fast rotators at P > 0.5 d. These three different
branches in the period–amplitude diagram were named high am-
plitude rotators (HAR), low-amplitude fast-rotators (LAFR), and
low-amplitude slow-rotators (LASR). Lanzafame et al. (2019)
interpreted these branches as signatures of different surface in-
homogeneity regimes and suggested possible scenarios for their
evolution. The amplitude-period multimodality was found to be
correlated with the position in the period-absolute magnitude (or
period-color) diagram, with the low- and high-amplitude stars
occupying different preferential locations.

Fig. 10 shows the positions of stars with different rotation
modulation amplitude A in the log R′IRT vs Teff density diagram.
A clear correlation between R′IRT and A is found (r ≈ 0.6), as ex-
pected (see e.g. Linsky 2017, and references therein), which in-
creases when considered on a Teff by Teff basis (r ≈ 0.7). A con-
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Fig. 7. Comparison of log R′IRT vs log R′HK obtained from ESO-FEROS
archive spectra and with log R′HK from Boro Saikia et al. (2018). Stars
with R′IRT obtained from GSP-Phot input and placed in the HA-branch
are plotted in blue, those in the VHA-branch in red, and those in the
LA-branch in orange. Stars with R′IRT obtained from GSP-Spec input
are plotted in grey. The linear fit to data with GSP-Phot input is plotted
in green (Eq. (8)). The comparison with R′HK from Boro Saikia et al.
(2018) is shown with open purple squares, and the corresponding linear
fit with a purple line (Eq. (9)).

Fig. 8. Activity index (log R′IRT) vs accretion rate (log Ṁ) for selected
sources. Red filled circles indicate accretion rates derived from the
width of Hα at 10% of the peak by the Gaia-ESO survey (Lanzafame
et al. 2015, and references therein). Blue filled circles indicate accre-
tion rates derived from the excess continuum emission (see, e.g. Manara
et al. 2015). See Table 2 for the sources of the accretion rate estimates.

firmation on the consistency between rotational modulation and
the activity index data in Gaia DR3 comes also from the com-
parison with the branches identified in Lanzafame et al. (2019).
Stars in HAR-branch of the period-amplitude diagram are found
to be located in the VHA-branch of the log R′IRT vs Teff den-
sity diagram. Note that the HAR-branch is populated mainly by

PMS stars (Lanzafame et al. 2019) as it is the VHA-branch (see
Sect. 3.4). Stars in the LASR-branch of the period–amplitude di-
agram are found in the HA and LA branches of the log R′IRT vs
Teff density diagram, with the highest A in this range mostly lo-
cated in the HA branch.

The position in the log R′IRT vs Teff density diagram of the few
LAFR stars in common is of particular interest. Lanzafame et al.
(2019) suggested that the small modulation amplitude of stars
in the LAFR branch may be due to a high degree of axisymme-
try of the surface magnetic field. If this were the main differ-
ence compared to the HAR branch, one could naively expect the
chromospheric activity in the LAFR and HAR branches to be
quite similar. The bottom left panel of Fig. 10 suggests, instead,
a more complex scenario. Most of the LAFR with Teff > 5000 K
are placed on the HA branch, the lowest available in this Teff

range, with only one star on the VHA branch. LAFR stars with
Teff ? 5000 K are mostly in the LA branch, with a few on the
HA branch and only one in the VHA branch. In general, there
is no clear evidence of a correlation between chromospheric and
photospheric activity in LAFR stars, but both are, unlike HAR
stars, at low level. This suggests that a high degree of axisym-
metry of the surface magnetic field may not the only cause of
the low rotational modulation amplitude in these stars, but rather
that magnetic activity is inhibited in LAFR stars with respect to
HAR stars with similar rotation period. It may be argued that
the LAFR sample may be contaminated by stars above the Kraft
limit, i.e. stars with a radiative core and a convective envelope,
because of an incorrect estimate of both insterstellar extinction
and Teff . The variability in this case could be due to stellar pulsa-
tion rather than rotational modulation. Although we cannot ex-
clude the presence of contaminants in the LAFR sample, there is
evidence that at least a good fraction of them are real low-mass
stars. In fact, about 50 of them have APs in very good agreement
between GSP-Phot and GSP-Spec, this latter being not affected
by interstellar absorption. Furthermore, from the stars’ distance
we estimate that for at least 50% of them the interstellar ex-
tinction estimate by GSP-Phot should be biased by more than
3 mag/kpc to be high-mass stars that appear as low-mass stars,
which is deemed quite unlikely.

4. Conclusions

Gaia DR3 contains the largest chromospheric activity index cat-
alogue obtained to date. The activity index has been derived
from the Ca ii IRT observed by the Gaia Radial Velocity Spec-
trometer (RVS) for 2 141 643 stars in the Galaxy, with G < 13,
Teff∈(3000 K, 7000 K), log g∈(3.0, 5.5), and [M/H]∈(-1.0, 1.0).
In this paper we described the method used and the results
from the scientific validation. We also provided a simple for-
mula (Eq. (7)) to convert the parameter published in the cata-
logue (activityindex_espcs) to the R′IRT index, analogous to
the R′HK index derived from the Ca ii H & K doublet, suitable for
comparing the activity level over the whole range of parameters
explored in Gaia DR3.

The scientific validation of the activity index obtained using
the GSP-Phot parameters as input confirms the existence of three
different regimes, which we called very high activity (VHA,
log R′IRT ? −4.8), high activity (HA, −5.4 > log R′IRT > −4.8),
and low activity (LA, log R′IRT > −5.4). The activity index ob-
tained using the GSP-Spec parameters as input do not show such
clusterings because of an evident larger dispersion with respect
to the results obtained with the GSP-Phot input and the GSP-
Spec filtering applied to the most active stars like fast-rotator
and PMS. The activity regimes found with the GSP-Phot input
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Fig. 9. log R′IRT histograms (bin size 0.03) for log g > 4.0 (upper left panel) and log g ≤ 4.0 (upper right panel). In the upper panels, the distribution
for Teff≥ 5000 K and Teff< 5000 K are compared with the global distributions. The distribution for Teff> 3400 K (fully convective stars) is shown
in the bottom panel. In order to extend the comparison to the very active branch on an homogeneous set, only results with GSP-Phot input are
visualised.

are consistent with those suggested by Henry et al. (1996) and
confirmed recently by Gomes da Silva et al. (2021) from the
analysis of R′HK.

The VHA regime is found to be populated by PMS stars and
close binary system like RS CVn’s. In the former, the excess flux
with respect to the radiative equilibrium condition may be dom-
inated by mass accretion. In the latter, magnetic activity may
be significantly enhanced by tidal interaction. A comparison be-
tween R′IRT and mass accretion rate Ṁ for a few PMS stars in the
sample (Fig. 8) shows that, although the two parameters are not
clearly correlated, a value log R′IRT ? −4.8 may indicate a sig-
nificant mass accretion flux contribution to the emission core of
Ca ii IRT. Indeed, the gap between the VHA branch and the rest
of the distribution in the log R′IRT vs Teff diagram (Fig. 3) can be
due to the rapid transition from the regime dominated by mass
accretion to the regime dominated by magneto-acoustic heating
of the chromosphere.

The R′IRT distribution (Fig. 9) is found to depend on Teff and
log g. Stars with Teff< 5000 K and log g> 4.0 are in the HA and
VHA branches. Excluding the VHA, the distribution of these
stars in the HA branch is unimodal, peaking at log R′IRT ≈ −5.13.
The distribution of stars with Teff& 5000 K and log g> 4.0, on
the other hand, peaks at log R′IRT ≈ −5.70 and has a bump at
R′IRT ≈ −5.20, with a shallow minimum in between. This mini-
mum corresponds approximately to the location of the Vaughan-

Preston gap at log R′HK ≈ −4.75 (Vaughan & Preston 1980), but
this range is far from being void of stars, confirming Boro Saikia
et al. (2018) finding. Stars with Teff& 5000 K and log g> 4.0
are therefore found in all three regimes, while stars with Teff<
5000 K and log g> 4.0 are found in the VHA and HA regimes
only.

Stars with log g∈(3.0,4.0) have unimodal distributions in the
LA regime, peaking at log R′IRT ≈ −5.9 for Teff<5000 K, and at
log R′IRT ≈ −5.7 for Teff?5000 K. There are also a few cases in
the VHA regime, likely to be subgiants in close binaries with
enhanced activity.

The activity distribution is found to change dramatically in
the fully convective regime (Fig. 3). Stars close to the partially-
convective / fully convective boundary have a large drop in chro-
mospheric activity, then, at decreasing Teff (mass), activity in-
creases again to reach approximately the same level of partially-
convective stars in the HA branch. A paucity of stars is found in
the Teff-log R′IRT diagram at 3300 K>Teff> 3500 K, likely con-
nected to the gap in the mid-M dwarfs main sequence found
by Jao et al. (2018), linked to the onset of full convection in
M dwarfs.

The R′IRT index derived from the Gaia DR3 activity index is
well correlated with R′HK from Boro Saikia et al. (2018), who
gathered together a compilation of values from various surveys
plus their own measurements on archive HARPS spectra. We
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Fig. 10. log R′IRT vs Teff density diagram from (Tefffrom GSP-Phot) with Gaia DR3 rotational modulation data overlaid (8171 sources in common).
Top left panel: comparison with the whole rotational modulation dataset colour-coded according to the rotational modulation amplitude A. Top
right panel: same as top left panel for just the high-amplitude rotator (HAR) branch. Bottom left panel: same as top left panel for just the low-
amplitude fast-rotator (LAFR) branch. Bottom right panel: same as top left panel for just the low-amplitude slow-rotator (LASR) branch.

find also good correlation with a preliminary R′HK estimate made
on ESO-FEROS archive spectra, which will be subject of a fu-
ture work.

The correlation of R′IRT with the position in the Gaia CMD
(Fig. 6) is in line with the current knowledge of the activity evo-
lution of low-mass stars (see, e.g. Linsky 2017). Stars in the
VHA branch, which according to a cross-match with the SIM-
BAD database includes PMS stars and RS CVn systems, are
preferentially located above the single star MS, the higher R′IRT
the higher the tendency to be located at larger distance above the
MS. A group of very active early-K stars is found at ∼ 2–4 mag
above the MS. Some very active stars are also located close to
the single- and binary-star MS. Stars in the HA branch tend to be
on the single star MS, with some star on the binary-MS and a few
above the MS. The region of early-K stars at ∼ 2–4 mag above
the MS is essentially void of HA stars. Finally, stars in the LA
branch are mostly concentrated in the F- G-type MS and in the
sub-giant region, with the early-K region at ∼ 2–4 mag above the
MS populated with some of the most inactive stars. In this latter
region we have therefore a superposition of VHA (close binaries
or PMS stars) and LA stars (very inactive sub-giants).

The Teff– log R′IRT diagram has a neat and unambiguous cor-
respondence with the period–amplitude diagram (PAD) of the
rotational modulation due to photospheric spot and faculae (Lan-
zafame et al. 2018, 2019; Distefano et al. 2022). Stars in the high
amplitude rotator branch (HAR) of the PAD, as identified for
the first time by Lanzafame et al. (2019) in the Gaia DR2 data,
has a clear correspondence with the VHA branch in the Teff–
log R′IRT diagram. Both are populated by young, PMS stars. The
low-amplitude slow-rotator branch (LASR) of the PAD corre-
sponds to the HA and LA branches of the Teff– log R′IRT diagram.

The position of the low-amplitude fast-rotator (LAFR) stars
in the Teff– log R′IRT diagram is particularly interesting. Despite
the high rotation velocity, these stars have both low rotational
modulation amplitude and most of them also low chromospheric
activity index. The former may be due either to a small photo-
spheric active regions filling factor or to a high degree of axisym-
metry of the surface magnetic field. The latter can only be due
to a global low level of magneto-acoustic heating of the chromo-
sphere, with the axisymmetry of the surface magnetic field ex-
pected to play essentially no role. The evidence points therefore
to a global low level of photospheric and chromospheric activ-
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ity rather than to a high degree of axisymmetry of the surface
magnetic field in these fast rotating stars. Moreover, Distefano
et al. (2022), who presented the rotational modulation data in
Gaia DR3, find a low correlation between the G variation due
to rotational modulation and the (GBP − GRP) colour variation
in LAFR stars, which, combined with the low rotational mod-
ulation amplitude and the small chromospheric activity index,
strengthen the evidence of the presence of smaller active regions
in this branch compared with stars in the HAR branch with simi-
lar rotation period. In general there is a good correlation between
the chromospheric activity index and the amplitude of the rota-
tional modulation due to spot and faculae, which is tighter when
examined on limited colour or Teff bins.

Overall, the scientific validation of the Gaia DR3 stellar ac-
tivity index derived from the analysis of the Ca ii IRT observed
by RVS demonstrates a high level of consistency with previous
results, most of them obtained from the analysis of the Ca ii H
& K doublet, extending these results to a much larger sample.
The richness of the Gaia sample allows us to derive the distri-
bution of the stellar activity over stellar fundamental parame-
ters with an unprecedented level of details, outlining different
regimes of chromospheric heating and identifying those where
the emission due to mass accretion processes may dominate over
a purely chromospheric emission. The activity index provided in
Gaia DR3 represents therefore a gold mine for several investi-
gations like: verifying/falsifying theoretical models of the stellar
dynamo and of the emergence of stellar active regions; identify-
ing stars with a low RV jitter in the search of Earth-like planets;
studying the impact of magnetic activity in the derivation of ac-
curate elemental abundance in stellar atmospheres; studying the
evolution of the magnetic activity for different stellar mass and
its impact on the host exoplanets; studying the magnetic activity
in close binary systems.
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Appendix A: Chromospheric activity indices

A chromospheric activity index gives a relative measure of the
non-radiative energy dissipated in the stellar chromosphere. For
thorough reviews of our current understanding of stellar chro-
mospheres we refer to Linsky (2017) and Carlsson et al. (2019).
Here, we summarise the basic concepts at the basis of the def-
inition of a chromospheric activity index, its usage as chromo-
spheric diagnostics, and compare the activity index defined in
this work with other indices and definitions in the literature.

The best known chromospheric activity index is the R′HK de-
rived from the Ca II H and K doublet at λ = 393.4 nm and
396.9 nm (see, e.g. Linsky et al. 1979; Noyes et al. 1984, and
references therein). This index provides a measure of the chro-
mospheric radiative flux in the H and K lines, in units of the
bolometric flux:

R′HK ≡
F ′(H1) + F ′(K1)

σT 4
eff

(A.1)

where F ′(H1) and F ′(K1) are the chromospheric contribution to
the flux at stellar surface in the H and K lines and σ the Boltz-
mann constant. The chromospheric flux in the Ca II H and K
doublet is identified as the flux in the emission core of the lines,
integrated over the wavelength ranges H1 and K1 between the
flux minima, corrected by the photospheric contribution:

F ′(H1) = F (H1) − Fphot(H1) (A.2)
F ′(K1) = F (K1) − Fphot(K1) (A.3)

A purely empirical derivation of R′HK requires narrow-band
absolute photometry (Vaughan et al. 1978) or a combination
of spectroscopy and narrow-band absolute photometry (Linsky
et al. 1979). In these cases, the calibration ofF (H1) andF (K1) is
performed by taking the ratio of the signal in the core of the lines
and in nearby wavelength intervals (e.g. the S index, Vaughan
et al. 1978; Noyes et al. 1984) and then applying an absolute flux
calibration to the nearby intervals. A purely empirical derivation
of R′HK also requires knowledge of the angular stellar diameter φ′
since, ignoring interstellar absorption, the flux at stellar surface
F (∆λ) is related to the observed flux f (∆λ) by:

F (∆λ) = f (∆λ)
(

d
R

)2

= f (∆λ)
(

4.125 · 108

φ′

)2

(A.4)

with φ′ in mas.
The low NUV continuum flux in late-type stars makes di-

agnostics like Ca II H and K and Mg h and k (at λ = 279.6 nm
and 280.4 nm) particularly sensitive to chromospheric activity, as
the core of these lines may be driven into emission more easily
than in spectral regions where the photospheric continuum flux
is much higher. On the other hand, a faint underlying continuum
makes the flux calibration technique described above difficult,
and therefore this approach may become unfeasible below some
limiting Teff .

A similar approach can be applied to other chromospheric
diagnostics having a much higher underlying continuum, like
Hα and Ca ii IRT. In such cases, because of the unfavourable
line/continuum contrast effect, low or moderate chromospheric
activity produce some extra absorption (Cram & Mullan 1979)
or just a fill-in in the line core; only relatively high levels of mag-
netic activity may drive the core of the lines into emission.

The chromospheric component of the line can be revealed by
comparing the target spectrum with a purely photospheric spec-
trum with the same Teff , log g, and [M/H]. When a non-negligible

chromospheric activity is present, the difference or ratio spec-
trum reveals some extra absorption or emission. An estimate of
the chromospheric flux can be conveniently done using the resid-
ual equivalent width

∆W ≡
∫

∆λ

[
r(λ) − rphot(λ)

]
dλ , (A.5)

where

r(λ) ≡
f (λ)
fc(λ)

(A.6)

is the continuum normalised spectrum, so that

F ′(∆λ) = Fc∆W (A.7)

where Fc is the absolute flux in the underlying or nearby con-
tinuum. With the help of Eq. (A.7), the definition of R′HKcan be
generalised to any spectral line whose core is formed in the chro-
mosphere:

R′∆λ ≡
F ′(∆λ)
σT 4

eff

(A.8)

where ∆λ is the approximate wavelength range embracing the
line core. Because of the increasing line absorption for increas-
ing activity levels in the low activity regime, the relationship be-
tween ∆W and the activity level is expected to be double-valued
for given Teff , log g, and [M/H], and therefore only activity lev-
els above a certain threshold can be put on a relative scale using
lines with a strong underlying continuum like Hα and Ca ii IRT.

The photospheric reference spectrum rphot(λ) can be taken as
the spectrum of an inactive star with Teff , log g, and [M/H] as
close as possible to the target star (Herbig 1985), a combination
of inactive star spectra (see, e.g., Frasca & Catalano 1994; Frasca
et al. 2015; Lanzafame et al. 2015), or synthetic spectra (e.g.
Andretta et al. 2005; Busà et al. 2007, and references therein).

The choice of adopting observed spectra of inactive stars as
template rphot in Eq. (A.5) aims at obtaining results that are as
much as possible model independent. The main conceptual prob-
lem here is how to define an inactive star. From a purely obser-
vational point of view, the seemingly obvious choice is to select
stars with the deepest absorption amongst those with similar Teff ,
log g, and [M/H] (e.g. Lanzafame et al. 2015; Frasca et al. 2015;
Žerjal et al. 2017). As noted above, this introduces ambiguities,
since in the presence of a strong underlying continuum the deep-
est absorption does not correspond to the lowest chromospheric
activity level. Another important caveat is that setting up a grid
of reference inactive stellar spectra that cover the relevant pa-
rameter space with sufficient density and accuracy can be costly
and prone to subjective choices.

It should also be noted that photospheric synthetic spectra
are built under the assumption of radiative equilibrium (RE),
but chromospheric activity is superimposed on a basal emis-
sion originating from the dissipation of acoustic energy (Schri-
jver et al. 1989), and therefore it is expected that RE breaks
down in the upper photosphere of all late-type stars, even for
the lowest chromospheric activity level. When synthetic spectra
are adopted as templates, rphot in Eq. (A.5) is replaced with rRE,
the continuum normalised spectrum under the RE assumption.
Since this is deduced from simple ab initio assumption, rRE is a
robust reference, but it is not expected to be realised in the upper
photosphere of any real star. Non-local thermodynamic equilib-
rium (NLTE) effects in the line core should also be taken into
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account. However, Andretta et al. (2005) found that NLTE ef-
fect on the Ca ii IRT lines equivalent widths are negligible (10%)
except for very low-metallicity models ([M/H]' -2.0, 30%), in-
creasing with decreasing Teff and decreasing log g.

In summary, using templates built by interpolating over a
grid of LTE synthetic spectra is a practical and robust choice
by which stars can be put on a relative chromospheric activity
scale provided:

a) ∆W is positive and above a certain threshold set by uncer-
tainties in the model and observations;

b) A scale of ∆W is built for similar values of Teff , log g, and
[M/H], or, alternatively, a relative flux scale is built using
Eq. (A.8)

Appendix B: Ca ii IRT as mass accretion indicator

In the pre-main sequence phase, after the main phase of mass
accretion, young stars, both classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs) and
the higher mass Herbig AeBe stars, accrete mass from their pro-
tostellar disk. A generally accepted model for this evolution-
ary stage (magnetospheric infall and accretion shock, Hartmann
et al. 2016; Calvet & Gullbring 1998; Muzerolle et al. 2001) in-
volves downflows from the protostellar disk along magnetic field
lines which produce a shock near the stellar photosphere. X-ray
and UV photons generated in the shock front both heat the photo-
sphere below, producing hot spots, and are reprocessed in the ac-
creting gas to produce far-UV (FUV) and near-UV (NUV) con-
tinua and emission lines. This model explains the observed hot
optical/UV excess continuum emission, which manifest itself in
the Balmer jump emission and the filling in, commonly referred
to as “veiling”, of photospheric absorption lines; its strength is
correlated with the mass infall rate (e.g. Muzerolle et al. 1998,
and references therein). Key features of emission lines in CTTSs
include redshifted absorption components, blue-ward asymme-
tries in the profile, as well as the presence of broad and narrow
components. The narrow component observed in the Ca ii IRT
and He i (587.6 nm) was found to be correlated with veiling and
NIR excess by Batalha et al. (1996). Muzerolle et al. (1998),
on the other hand, suggested that the broad emission component
of the Hα, the higher Paschen series, Ca ii IRT, He i (587.6 nm),
O i (777.3,844.6 nm), and Na D are formed in the turbulent mag-
netosphere of the star. Many weak line T Tauri stars (WTTS)
have the same age of CTTSs but do not show excess continuum
emission nor strong emission lines. This support the scenario in
which once accretion is completed the CTTSs become WTTSs;
in CTTSs the continuum excess emission and the strong emis-
sion lines are dominated by the accretion processes, while only
magnetic activity characterise the WTTSs spectra. The magnetic
activity and accretion effects are superimposed, and while high
mass accretion rates produce continuum and lines emission that
dominate completely the stellar chromospheric emission, for the
mostly slowly accreting stars the stellar chromosphere may hide
the accretion emission (Ingleby et al. 2011).

High level of the Ca ii IRT activity index are therefore un-
doubtedly associated with mass accretion in CTTSs. However,
the transition from a chromospheric- to accretion-dominated
regimes is not sharp and the two regimes are expected to over-
lap somewhat. In the context of the RAVE survey, Žerjal et al.
(2017) found a bimodal distribution of the excess emission in
the Ca ii IRT with a primary peak associated with “inactive”
stars and a secondary peak at higher excess emission associated
with young stars. A much well defined boundary between chro-
mospheric activity and accretion dominated regimes has been

found by Lanzafame et al. (2015); Frasca et al. (2015); Barrado
y Navascués & Martín (2003) analysing the Hα emission flux as
a function of Teff .
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